
Note: This script was written for Nico Leon, an artist I have an established working relationship with. 

Because of this there is a reference to work we had done together previously and a tone of familiarity.  

King & Cub 

A script by Curtis M. Lawson 

PAGE ONE (Six Panels)  

Panel 1. This is a close up of lion boy’s face as he in a tree above an open prairie. Lying at the bottom of 

the tree, off panel, is his lion companion. 

Panel 2. Lion boy’s nose twitches slightly as he smells smoke in the distance, though he is still asleep. 

Panel 3. Lion boy’s eyes shoot open with alarm as his brain reacts to the smell of the smoke. 

Panel 4. Lion-boy, now fully awake, hangs down from the tree and looks off toward the horizon. I’m 

thinking of the image you sent me with him blocking the sun with his foot. He sees  a village being 

burned and attacked by a band of marauders. The marauders are mostly slaves, being led by a warlord 

in hyena garb. The warlord has two pet Hyenas with him.  This is happening far away though, so they 

might not be very visible. Below the tree his lion is poised ready and also looking toward the burning 

village. 

 Panel 5. Here we have another close up of Lion boy with a look of concern on his face. In the 

background, over his shoulder, we see the image of his beloved’s face. Her image should have a ghostly 

quality to it, showing that it is his thought, rather than something truly there in a physical sense. Or 

perhaps we could go more old-school and use a thought bubble with a picture of her in it. 

 Panel 6. Lion boy rides toward the danger on the back of his lion. He carries a spear and is ready for a 

fight. 

  

  



PAGE TWO (Six Panels) 

 Panel 1. This scene takes us into the village as it is being sacked by the marauders. They are burning 

down homes and attacking people in the streets. 

Leading the band of villains is a warlord dressed in hyena skins, with a hyena headdress. His face is ugly 

and scarred. His expression is one of sinister delight. In one hand he holds a wicked looking spear. The 

other hand holds two chains, which serve as leashes for two hyenas that he uses as war dogs. 

His soldiers are actually slaves  that he has taken from other villages he has conquered and magically 

controlled. To illustrate this point I thought we could have them all wearing iron collars around their 

necks, and have their eyes glow green.  

On the Warlord’s right shoulder, pinning on a hide cape, is a magic broach that glows with the same 

green energy as the eyes of the enslaved marauders. 

 Panel 2. This panel shows the girl that Lion-boy was thinking about. She is standing in the street looking 

on with horror as the marauders destroy her village and kill her neighbors. In the background we can see 

that the hyenas have gotten sight of her and look hungry. 

Panel 3. This shot focuses on the warlord’s hand, as he lets go of the chains that hold the hyenas.  

Panel 4. Our camera angle is from behind the hyenas , looking over them and toward the girl. The 

hyenas are racing toward her hungrily. She is running away as fast as her feet can carry her. 

Panel 5. The hyenas have chased the girl to a dead end. Behind her is a wall, or some other obstacle that 

stands about three meters high. The expression on the girl’s face acknowledges that she is trapped. The 

hyenas are still coming toward her fast. 

Panel 6. Having the girl cornered, the two hyenas leap at her in a bloodthirsty fury. She cowers on the 

ground, waiting for death. 

  

  



PAGE THREE (Six Panels) 

  

Panel 1. The lion leaps over the wall behind the girl, with lion-boy on his back. The lion’s two massive 

front paws slam down on the heads of the hyenas before they can harm the girl. 

Panel 2. The hyenas lie, dispatched under the lion’s paws. Lion boy is standing on the lion’s back, making 

a threatening gesture toward the band of marauders, one hand pounding his chest, the other pointing 

his spear at them. The lion is letting out a massive growl. 

In the background we see the girl looking confused, but relieved. 

Panel 3. This goes to a close up of the warlord. His expression is not one of rage, but unhappiness and 

annoyance. There is also a bit of confusion as to what just happened. I am thinking we can subtly add in 

his confusion by having one eyebrow raised. 

Panel 4. The set up on this panel is almost exactly the same with one exception. The warlord’s look of 

annoyance has vanished and he is now laughing raucously. The sight of this child challenging him has 

amused him to no end. 

Panel 5. This is a close up of the warlord’s hand as he throws his spear at lion-boy. 

Panel 6. The camera is set behind the spear, following its trajectory and looking at lion-boy, still standing 

on the back of his lion. 

  

  



PAGE FOUR (Seven Panels) 

  

Panel 1. Lion-boy leaps off the back of his beast, flipping forward and grabbing the spear with his foot 

and simultaneously throwing the spear in his hand. I thought that the spider-man kind of “phantom lion-

boy” trick that we used in Mastema a little bit might be a good way to depict his speed and condense 

that much action into one panel. 

Panel 2. Lion-boy flips over again without touching the ground, throwing the spear with his foot toward 

the warlord. 

Panel 3. One spear pierces through the warlord’s left arm. The other pierces right through his magical 

broach on his right shoulder. The warlord’s attention is focused on the destroyed magical broach. 

Panel 4. The marauders, now free from the warlord’s magical control turn angrily toward him with their 

weapons in hand. The green energy has vanished from their eyes. His expression is one of fear. 

Panel 5. The girl throws her arms around Lion-Boy, embracing him closely. She is emotional and thankful 

for his help. His reaction is one of surprise and embarrassment.  In the background we may see the 

marauders circled around the warlord, attacking him as he falls to the ground. 

Panel 6. This is a close up of the lion. He is nodding his head toward lion-boy as if to say “just kiss her, 

fool”. 

Panel 7. Lion-boy returns the girl’s embrace and kisses her. 

CAP: 

End 


